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NEW QUESTION 1
Which Stealthwatch component is a physical or virtual appliance that aggregates and normalizes NetFlow data?

A. Investigate
B. Stealthwatch Management Center
C. Flow Collector
D. UDP Director

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 2
Which three NGFW and NGIPS features support the 'Complex Remote Access' use case? (Choose three.)

A. Support for device onboarding
B. Users protected regardless of physical location
C. Fuzzy Fingerprinting
D. Detection of anomalous traffic
E. Controls and protections extended beyond VPN controls
F. Secure access extended to all users

Answer: BEF

Explanation:
ASAS Security NGFW and NGIPS SE Module 4

NEW QUESTION 3
Which are two main features of Advanced Malware Protection? (Choose two.)

A. Rapid App Containment
B. Leverages Global Threat Intelligence to provide zero-day protection
C. Threat protection across the entire attack continuum
D. User and Entity Behavior Analytics

Answer: BC

Explanation:
ASAS Security Advanced Threats SE Module 6

NEW QUESTION 4
Which two options are attack vectors of the threat-centric defense? (Choose two)

A. Voicemail
B. Backups
C. Mobile
D. Video surveillance
E. Cloud apps

Answer: CE

NEW QUESTION 5
Which feature of Cisco AnyConnect allows pre-login authentication using windows machines, or single sign-on user authentication using Windows logon credentials?

A. Secure Layer-2 Network Access
B. Flexible AAA Options
C. Differentiated Mobile Access
D. Trusted Network Detection

Answer: A

Explanation:
ASAS Policy and Access SE Module 5

NEW QUESTION 6
How does AMP’s device trajectory capabilities help address customer's issues?

A. It determines the scope and cause of an outbreak and tracks suspicious files
B. It searches for potential threats based on identified activities and behaviors
C. It isolates suspicious files and runs them in a sandbox environment to determine their authenticity
D. It analyses the data from suspicious files to provide a new level of threat intelligence

Answer: C

Explanation:
ASAS Security Advanced Threats SE Module 6
NEW QUESTION 7
Which Cisco solution falls under cloud security?

A. Umbrella  
B. Identity Services Engine  
C. Firepower Threat Defense  
D. Cisco Defense Orchestrator

Answer: D

Explanation:
ASAS Cisco Cloud Security SE – Module 3

NEW QUESTION 8
How does the Cisco AnyConnect AMP Module help to protect customer’s networks?

A. AMP is a unified agent that combines posture check and authentication across wired wireless, and VPN networks. 
B. AMP Module can profile devices before allowing them to connect 
C. AMP provides highly secure access for select enterprise mobile applications 
D. AnyConnect can deploy AMP for Endpoints for Windows or OSX

Answer: D

Explanation:
ASAS Policy and Access SE Module 5

NEW QUESTION 9
Which feature of ISE combines user identification with robust context sharing platform to prevent inappropriate access?

A. Centralized policy management  
B. Context-aware access  
C. Patch management  
D. Platform exchange grid

Answer: B

Explanation:
ASAS Policy and Access SE Module 5

NEW QUESTION 10
Which is a Cisco recommended driver for network security?

A. Offer a threat-foe used security solution  
B. Provide automated impact assessment  
C. Focus on point products  
D. Assign central, role-based management

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 11
Which feature of ISE is Terminal Access Control System (TACACS) a part of?

A. Device Administration  
B. Device Profiling  
C. Centralized policy management  
D. Guest access management

Answer: A

Explanation:
ASAS Policy and Access SE Module 5

NEW QUESTION 12
How is Cisco Security able to dynamically add IP addresses of known malware domains to its list of ports to detect and block?

A. Reputation Filtering  
B. Layer-4 Monitoring  
C. Data Loss Prevention  
D. URL Filtering

Answer: B

Explanation:
ASAS Security Web and Email SE Module 2
NEW QUESTION 13
Which feature of Cisco AnyConnect allows pie-login authentication using windows machines, or single sign-on user authentication using Windows logon credentials?

A. Secure Layer-2 Network Access
B. Flexible AAA Options
C. Differentiated Mobile Access
D. Trusted Network Detection

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 14
What is a key difference between Basic Data Loss Prevention and Advanced Data Loss Prevention?

A. Providing content analysis
B. Instant visibility
C. Dynamic outbreak considerations
D. Ability to filter in real-time

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 15
Which two options are attack vectors protected by Identity and Access Control? (Choose two.)

A. Backups
B. Mobile
C. Endpoints
D. Cloud apps
E. Voicemail

Answer: BC

NEW QUESTION 16
Which feature of E-mail Security protects users from virus outbreaks using the Tabs database to quarantine suspicious messages?

A. Antivirus defense
B. Outbreak fitters
C. Data Loss Prevention
D. Advanced Malware Protection

Answer: B

Explanation:
ASAS Security Web and Email SE Module 2

NEW QUESTION 17
What is key feature of Cognitive Threat Analytics?

A. It enables safe email usage with event Analytics
B. It improves threat detection over time with machine learning
C. It enhances anonymity with URL filtering
D. It enables greater endpoint device profiling intelligence with entity modeling

Answer: B

Explanation:
ASAS Security Advanced Threats SE Module

NEW QUESTION 18
Which option helps customers gain insight into security threats?

A. Limit volume of users to applications
B. Share sensitive data across Afferent platforms
C. Providing remote access VPN to allow mobile users to connect securely to customers network
D. Providing visibility into everything to allow granular security policies to be created and enforced

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 19
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